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From the author of Fun Home -- the lives, loves, and politics of cult fav characters Mo, Lois, Sydney,

Sparrow, Ginger, Stuart, Clarice, and othersFor twenty-five years Bechdelâ€™s path-breaking

Dykes to Watch Out For strip has been collected in award-winning volumes (with a quarter of a

million copies in print), syndicated in fifty alternative newspapers, and translated into many

languages. Now, at last, The Essential Dykes to Watch Out For gathers a â€œrich, funny, deep and

impossible to put downâ€• (Publishers Weekly) selection from all eleven Dykes volumes. Here too

are sixty of the newest strips, never before published in book form.Settle in to this wittily illustrated

soap opera (Bechdel calls it â€œhalf op-ed column and half endless serialized Victorian novelâ€•) of

the lives, loves, and politics of a cast of characters, most of them lesbian, living in a midsize

American city that may or may not be Minneapolis.Her brilliantly imagined countercultural band of

friends -- academics, social workers, bookstore clerks -- fall in and out of love, negotiate friendships,

raise children, switch careers, and cope with aging parents.Bechdel fuses high and low culture --

from foreign policy to domestic routine, hot sex to postmodern theory -- in a serial graphic narrative

â€œsuitable for humanists of all persuasions.â€•
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IÃ¢Â€Â™ve spent many hours enjoying this wonderful compilation of Alison BechdelÃ¢Â€Â™s

Ã¢Â€ÂœDykes to Watch Out ForÃ¢Â€Â• cartoon series. Drawn between 1987 and 2008, the

Ã¢Â€ÂœDykesÃ¢Â€Â• strip focuses on the misadventures and foibles of a group of close-knit LGBT

friends as they pursue education, work and love affairs while debating personal politics and political

correctness.The strip is funny but also thoughtful in tone. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s unique in that it features

multi-sexual, multi-racial, multi-ethnic characters and continually comments on the culture and

politics of the times: lesbian and gay rights, the AIDS epidemic, the wars in Iraq, 9/11, celebrity

culture, transgenderism, the financial crisis, etc. The characters attend many an anti-war protest,

Pride parade and womenÃ¢Â€Â™s music festival. They debate and spoof the latest twists in gender

theory. The feminist bookstore owner Jezanna rails against Ã¢Â€ÂœBunns & NoodleÃ¢Â€Â• stealing

her business.The protagonist, Mo, is forever analyzing and second-guessing herself (like a lesbian

Woody Allen). Her pal Lois is sexually omnivorous and proud of it. Other characters include Harriet,

Sparrow, Ginger, Malika, Clarice and Toni and their kid Raffi. They are a lovable, oddball

Ã¢Â€ÂœOur GangÃ¢Â€Â• whose friendships, arguments, love for and exasperation with each other

blend into an astute, layered saga of a modern family, with all its warmth and complications. I read

this toon when it first ran in alternative newspapers back in the 1990s. Reading it again still made

me laugh and think. This would be a great gift for an LGBT or feminist friend.

Absolutely the best book by Alson Bechdel. I grew up reading these comics and they helped me

come out of the closet with laughter and respect. I bought this book for my step-daughter for her

college graduation. I hope she enjoys them as much as I do. I absolutely love these comics and I

feel like she can love them too. Although our issues as lesbians are not the same they are in the

same realm as they were back then and I am proud to give them to my daughter to read and love as

much as I have.

I began reading Bechdel's strip in college during the George W. Bush presidency. It was a welcome

dose of sanity in a world that felt increasingly bizarre and insane. The genius of the strip is that it

was fully political but also went beyond it. Bechdel created a whole world in miniature, characters

who cared about each other while living their lives side-by-side. The style of lovingly detailed

pictures paired with immaculately phrased text that would become familiar to the world

throughÂ Fun Home: A Family TragicomicÂ andÂ Are You My Mother?: A Comic DramaÂ was

pioneered here, in twenty-seven years of strips.This "essential" collection doesn't include every



strip, but it is close enough to get the full sweep of the story. It also doesn't include the bonus

materials found in many of the smaller collections. My hope is that someday we will get a complete

DTWOF collection - Bechdel's work is certainly important enough to warrant that treatment. Until

that day, this high-quality volume is the best way to experience one of the greatest serial comics of

all time.

Whether you've been anxiously awaiting the next installment after Invasion of the Dykes to Watch

Out For, or have lost track of our favorite lesbian heriones and want to get caught up, this is the

book for you.Hardcore fans will be delighted to see that we have an entire new book's worth of

fresh, unpublished comics to get us up to date. I looked at how many comics each of the previous

books has had, and we have an equal amount of new content in this one. But, for only a little bit

extra, you get this thick, glorious retrospective which takes us through the entire series, giving us

clips and the best highlights from over the years.If you missed the last couple books - no worries -

this will catch you up enough to enjoy the latest comics at the end. And if you've read everything

and just want the latest book - you won't be disappointed with everything else included. I've read

every book multiple times, and I enjoyed reading the entire thing as a lead-up to the new comics at

the end.Bechdel is my number one favorite cartoonist ever, and I'm not even a lesbian - I just find

her characters are so human and so interesting that I connect with their lives deeply.So if you read

Fun House and aren't sure if you might like to move on to this series, I'd encourage you to pick up

this book and give it a try.

Such an amazing book. I don't usually write reviews, but Bechdel deserves to be recognized for this

collection. Smart & funny. Impossible to put down. Crazy to see how relevant most of the issues

portrayed here still are today. Wish I could be part of a lesbian crew as legendary and awesome as

this one.Although I am saddened by the absence of some strips, I understand that it would have

been impossible for all of them to make it on to the final product.Either way, I love this book. It's

timeless and hilarious.

As a general review of "Dykes To Watch Out For," it is a wonderful, human series. Much as, in her

introduction, Ms. Bechdel critiques the idea of herself becoming an entry point into the culture, she

is, but she also presents an amazing, evolving story, that gives the reader a real glimpse into human

life and poses questions that the characters model asking themselves that, really, most of us should

ask ourselves, at at least one point or another. All this comes along with effective, real-life style



humor. Frankly, I think everybody should read her work.

A compelling read, and as another reviewer had said, one doesn't need to be a lesbian to totally

appreciate and enjoy this book. I'm an avid reader of graphic memoirs, and in my opinion, Alison

Bechdel and Joe Sacco rank head and shoulders above the rest in terms of their writing style,

content, keen observation, wit/humor and highly detailed drawings. Almost every frame is a work of

art. Extremely, extremely gifted. I'm disappointed that there aren't any more new materials from Ms

Bechdel for me to indulge in, for now, and hope I don't have to wait too long for her next release!
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